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The results & a preU&nary ZnveetQation of ti'ternal water- 
Inert;ia sep8ration inlets designed to wevent aukmnatically the 
entrame adt large quantities of water into a turbojet engine in 
foing aonditiom are presented.. A Hmplified aaal@ical approach 
to the design of intern&l water-inertia aeparettion inleta is 
fmalded. The analpie ti applied epecifioallyto the model 
investigated. 

The results ahow that to be effective in eeparating the free 
waterfrcmthe air streaminorder to prevent screen& stator- 
blade icing, aninletofthistype hada 75-percent rem-mseure 
recovery at the design inlet-velocity ratio in an icing condition. 
For normalnonicingoperation, the ram-pmesure recapergis caaa- 
parable to a direct-rem inatellation The ram-pressuzTI ~COve~ 
andthe circwnferentialunifonnitg of themass flow inthe inlet8 
wan relatively independent of angle of attack. 

The axial-flow turbojet engine k subject to -pact icing C& 
expos~&fmntalsurfaoes during ground operation and inanyflight 
aondition during which kinetio heating is insufffcient to maintain 
above freezing the temperature8 of the duct lipa, inlet walls, 
acreens, acoeseorg homing, aud stator blades. At take-c&Y and 
olbib the least kinetic heating occura, whereas the greatest 
quantity of air end xater is drawn through the en-; ioing Orp 
the inlet cauponents 2s expected to be most rapid under these 
oonditione . 

It is pointed out in rderence 1 that the elimination of free 
water fran induction systemG at its source is 821 effeotive means 
of preventing impact icing. The design for a nonicing turbojet- 
engine inlet mu& include the follaring criteriorm: 
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1. The initial rate of water intake must be reduced to a 
minimum. 

2.Bem-~essurerecavery~tbemaintainedashi~ae 
possible In both Wing and nonioing ocnditiona In order not to 
effect the engina, pexformanae. 

3. The inlet must be autcxuatio in operati= throughout au 
ioing oondition. 

Au 3nvwtigatlon was conducted at the IUCA Cleveland labora- 
tory in order to develop au au--Ho, ice-free inlet. The invea- 
tigation Crp automatioally protected inlets for axial-flow turbojet 
engines was divided into three oategories. Thefiratpartwaa 
ooufinedto a study of single-entranue internalwater-inertia 
separation Inlets contadniug two internal concentric duota; the 
next part consisted cxf en investfgation al? a water-inertia separa- 
tiou inlet with a single internal passage; end the last part was an 
investigation cf the icing oharacteriatics of annular submerged- 
nose inlets. Adiscuaaionof thefIratpf& of the inveati&ion 
in presentedherein. 

A proposed design (fig. 1) to eUminate w&er droplets fxan 
the air by dnertla separation inside a nacelle consists of 8 single 
inlet, a main duct for nonicing oondItiona, aud an alternate duet 
tithaehmplyourmd inlettlrrough.ichairwith~ert;lyred~ed 
quantities of water droplets aan freely pass to the engine when the 
screen inthema%n ductbecaaaea blookedwdthiue, In SUIB doing 
condftiona, this type of inlet will not provide icing protection 
for oontinuoua operations, inasmuch as the operatiantlme is 
limited by the lwation of the ice formations in the duct, whioh 
in turn demda prImarIly on the liquid-water oontent of the air, 
the droplet size, and the airspeed. When above-freezing tapera- 
turea are encountered, the ice in the main duet melts and the water 
maybeharmleaslydrainedcSf throughthe engine orapeoialdrain- 
age faoilitiea may be provided as required. 

The design of a water-inertia separation dnduotion ayatepn 
primerilydependa uponfour oonfigurationvariablea shown In 
figure I.; namely, the nacelle-inlet shape, the alternate-inlet gap, 
the raddal offset of the duot-aplitter ring above the naoelle-inlet 
opening, and the curvature of the duct surfaoes. The greater the 
radialaffsetandthe smallerthe gap, theleastendencytherewill 
be for water droplets to enter the duet; the ram-preesure recovery, 
however, must also be considered in the lnduotion system and it la 
this canaideration that will prInoQaU.y dufluenoe the design af 
the duet members. 

f 
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The consideration & good ram-pressure reoovery require8 th8t 
allsurPauea be aa ~paduaS.ly ourvedanderuoothaa possible. This 
requirement ia in direct contrast to the re@remente for a good 
water-inertia separation design, which requires ehmply curved aur- 
fmes for effective water sepaxation- A eimplified, approrlntate 
analyt;ical method, which is directly applicable to the deaigpe 
izveetigated, is presented in appendir, A. This ~eis canbe 
e&ended to all tspee of inertia-eemtion &sign -thin the 
limitationa of the aeewpticma. 

With these oonditiona in ad, aa -0 aa prelW 
ioing studies were conducted in the WA Cleveland icing research 
tunnel on various configurationer of a conoentrio duct-type water- 
sepezating inlet fnr use with a-flaw turbojet enginee. 
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Thefollowingeyniboleerreuaediathiamport: 

droplet radiua,miwona 

body-ahapedWenaians,feet 

net thruet of jet, pounda 

alternate-duet inlet gap, in&e8 

sooeleration due to gravity, feet per second per eeoond 

dimensionlees droplet imtiia pmmetar 

'total pressure with referenoeto teat &tier, pounda per 
8aJl8re foot 

theoretioal radial &fset 02 duct-splitter ring, lrmhfae 

eqerimental radial offaet of duct-splitter ring, in&us 

maxImum croee-aeotional. hei@ & duet at any eeotim, in&es 

dietame frcm other duct wall to total-masure tubes, in&es 

Maohnmiber 

abeolute tot&l weesure 09 air strem, pounda per equsre foot 

static preamre of free air stream, pounda per sgusre foot 
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surface etatic pre88ure on model, pound8 per 8glare foot 

dymunic preseure of air stream, pound6 per square foot 

alternate-duct -Inlet turning radlu8, inchers 

Reynold~~ number ba8ed on nacelle diameter 

radius to any streamline frcPn center lfne of nacelle, 5nche8 

nacelle-inlet radius, inches 

pressure coefficient - [1 - (" pgpo)] 

total temperature of free air stream, ?F 

indicated airspeed, mile8 per hour 

weightflowthroughmodel, pounds per eecond 

angle CXF attack of nacelle, degree8 

ratio of specific heat8 

ram-pressure recovery 

altaITIate&det turning 8I@.e, &3@?e08 

air density, eluga per cubic foot 

dImen8ionless droplet parameter 

Subscripts: 

av average 

0 free etream 

1 nacelle inlet 

2 compressor inlet 

3 turbine outlet 

f full scale 
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j Jet 

m model 

max- 

The internal water-inertia separation nacelle investigated ia 
shown infigure 2. All inlet modelrJ were con8tructed of wood and 
had a 21-inch maximum diameter, correeponding to the half-scale 
dimension8 of an axial-flow turbojet enginehaving an II-stage 
compressor, 8 cylindrical burners, a ewe-stage turbine, and 
rated at 4OCC-pound static thrust at 888 level. The design of the 
external contour of the nacelle was baaed on rePerencs 2. The 
design inlet-velocity ratfo was determined for a free-8tream 
velocity of 550 miles per hour and a maxImum air flow of 19.6 pounds 
per second at an altitude of 40,000 feet. 

The models con8iated cf inlet8 designed to provide two con- 
centric annular duct8 separated by a duct-splitter ring (fig. 3). 
The nose inlet8 were mounted on a circular afterbodythatwaa 
supported at the tunnel center line by a vertical 8t?%amLin8d 
8tI'Llt. The area af theductaectionbehindthe partingline CS 
the inlet and the aE%erbc&y was equivalent to the compressor-inlet 
section of a typical axial-flow turbojet engine. The duct outlet 
was located at the tail section of the body and was provided with 
a remotely controlled tail cone for varying the outlet area and 
hence the ma98 flowthrou& the nacelle. An additional dif'furser 
conemounted onthetaLl8ectionof themodelwas uaedto obtain 
high value8 & inlet-velocity ratio. 

The angle of attack of the modelwa8 varied by yawing the 
model in a horizontal plane. Thetop andthebottomofthe nacelle 
thus corresponded to the horizontal exia of a typical nacelle on en 
airplane. The angle of attack wae determined by an indexIng device 
on the tunnel turntable to which the model was 8ecured. 

A screen coneieting of CmW3ntriC etreemlined wire6 was 
installed in the main air wsage, whereas a screen constructed & 
round wires was located in the alternate air gassage. The wire8 
in the main duct were 0.192 inch in chord length and 0.049 inch in 
thickness, with a center line spacing equal to 0.187 Inch. The 
center iine spacing of the wires which were 0.0625 inch in diameter, 
in the alternate duct was 0.25 inch. 

. 
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Hatches were 80 located in the 8ides of the model that ice 
formations in the alternate duct could be inspected and the 
alternate-duct screen could be photographed. 

A seven-tube total-pressure rake was mounted in the nacelle- 
nose eection at the rear end of the straight portion of the duct. 
The r&e was used to determine the losees in the inlet due to flow 
separation at the nacelle no88 at angles of attack. In the 
ccmpreesor-inlet plane, a series of' total-pressure rakes and 
static-pressure taps were located end used in order to determine 
the radial profile8 of velocity, m&38 flow, and ram-pre8sure 
recovery. Nine-tube unheated total-pressure rake8 were used for 
aerodynamic run8, whereas six-tube heated total-pressure rakes 
were used during icing. The rake8 were CircumfereIrtially spaced 
about the ccanpressor-inlet section so as to determine the aero- 
dynamic effect8 aP angle of attack on the inlet performance. 
Whenever poseible, total-preesure and etatic-pressure measurement8 
were also determined in the alternate paseage by four-tube total- 
head rake8 end static taps. 

The nose inlet8 were provided with plastic surface-preseure 
belts located 80 as to prevent mutual interference and maintain a 
mIn3mutn local reduction in area. The belt8 were used to obtain 
measurement8 of pressure distribution about the curved parts of' 
the duct wall and the duct-splitter ring at angle8 of attack in 
nonicing conditions. 

Pressure readings were photogra&ically recorded fran 
multiple-tube mancmeter8 located in the test chsmber, 

CONFIGURATIONS 

Cc&in&ion8 of four nacelle-nose designs designated N-l 
to N-4 and aeven type8 of duct-splitter ring designated A-l to A-7 
were investigated. All no88 desigus were investigated as a direct- 
ran inlet A-O in ordeli. to provide a ba8ie of comparison for the 
inertia-separation inlete. Coordinates for all inlet8 tith refer- 
ence to the nacelle nose N-l in the direction of the X axis and 
the nacelle center line in the direction af the Y axis are given 
in tables I to III. 

Direct-rem Inlet, - The direct-rem Inlet A-O consisted of 
blocking oPf and fair& the alternate-duct inlet and outlet so 
that a single duct was obtained. Duct-splitter-ring configura- 
tion A-2 (subsequently described) was arbitrarily chosen for the 
direct-rem-inlet deeigns. Cross 8eCtiO3l8 of the nacelle-nose 
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sections are pre8e&ed in figure 4. The original nacelle nose N-l, 
with a design inlet-velocity ratio of 0.77, was based on the 
results obtained in reference 2 and wa8 u8ed duringmoet of the 
investigation. The second nacelle no88 N-2 consieted oP nacelle 
no8e N-l arbitrarily redesigned to provide a faired inlet with a 
larger leading-edge radiu8 to prevent the separation & the enter- 
ing air from the nacelle surface. Inan effort to improve further 

e the nacelle no86, a converging no86 inlet N-3 was designed. The 
design inlet-velocity ratio for thi8 inlet w&8 0.65 and increased 
to 0.77 just ahead of the alternate-duct inlet. Nacelle no8e N-4 
was al80 a converging design with a desiw inlet-velocity ratio 
ol? 0.60 and an effective velocity ratio ahead cf the alternate- 
duct inlet of 0.63. The purpose cxf the N-4 nose was to decrease 
the diffusion losses from the inlet section to the region surround- 
in@; the accessory housing or main duct. Both noses N-3 end N-4 
were investigated with alternate-duct inlet turning radii of 2 and 
3 inches. 

Duct-splitter rings. - Graph8 of the cross-sectional duct 
areas with the 8even type8 af duct-splitter ring investigated are 
8hown infigure 5. The flow path shown on the area @Taphs i8 the 
distance along the duct center line that the air mu8t traverse 
fran the nacelle inlet to the compressor inlet. 

The first co?Siguration A-l is shown in figure 5(a). The 
alternate duct had an appromtely constant area extending from 
the inlet of the alternate duct to the end elf the elbow. From the 
elbow aft to the joining of the two concentric ducts, the area 
Increased until at the point of union the areas of the two ducts 
were approximately equal; each duct was capable of easily handling 
the required engine air flow. The purpose af this deefga was to 
determine the effectiveness of water-inertia eeparation with a 
configuration having nearly maximum inertia-separation characteristica. 

The second configuration A-2 was designed to obtain good aero- 
dynamic characteristics of the alternate duct at the expense of 
inertia-separation qualities. In this deeign, a large irilet area 
was provided for the alternate duct and diffusion occurred from the 
inlet to the end of the elbow. Very little diffu8ion occurred from 
sft of the elbow to the point of union of the two ducte, as shown 
in figure 5(b). 

Configuraticm A-3 was designed to incorporate good ae-c 
characteristic8 as well as improved inertia-separation character- 
istics. The alternate-duct inlet was large in area but was well 
offset with respect to the nose-inlet duct surface, a8 shown in 
figure 5(c). The area of the two ducts we8 approximately equal; 

. 
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each duct was capable of handling independently the required engine 
air flow at relatively 1~ duct velocities, thus reducing the pres- 
mre lessee. The acceseory housing was moved 4 inches forward from 
it8 original position. 

Configuration A-4, a variation of cdnfiguration A-2, wss 
investigated to determine whether good aerodynamic characteristics 
mi&t be achieved with the nacelle wall faired Bmoothly and the * 
duct-splitter ring moved forward to decrease the inlet gap snd to 
obtain improved water-inertia separation. The remainder af the 
configuration (fig. 5(d)) was the same as deeign A-2. 

Configuration A-5 consisted of the fairednacelle wall used 
in configuration A-4 and a duct-splitter ring similar to that Ccp 
A-3 but utilizing a narrower inlet gap, as shown in figure 5(e). 

In configuratfon A-6 (fig. 5(f)), en effort wa8 msde to 
increase the ram-pressure recovery for the alternate duct by moving 
the duct-splitter ring used In A-l rearward 3/8 inch. This change 
resulted in an increase in the alternate-duct-inlet area, but main- 
tained the shazp curvature of the tilet elbow. 

The final canfiguration A-7 was designed with a constant-area 
duct from the nacelle inlet back to the downstream end of the 
altercate-duct elbow. Aft of the elbow the area variation was 
sinila,r to design A-1, as shown in figure 5(g). 

Radial offset of the duct-splitter rings h' and alternate- 
inlet gap G sre presented in the following table: 

Configuration 

A-l 0.75 0.65 
A-2 .65 1.90 
A-3 1.85 2.50 
A-4 .65 .90 
A-5 1.85 1.12 
A-6 .75 1.00 
A-7 1.05 1.25 

The investigation was conducted in the 6- by g-foot high-speed 
teat section of the NACA Cleveland icing research tunnel at a 
tunnel velocitv of aunroximateLy 260 to 280 miles per hour. 
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The aewc investigation wss made with the screens 
removed, with the model at angles of attack a? O", 4O, and 8', end 
at inlet-velocity ratio8 varying frcan 0.25 to 0.82. The model was 
also investigated for the 8eme range of conditions with air flowing 
only t&rot@ the alternate duct by blocking the main duct with a 
plate at the 8creen location in order to simulate sn icing-fli&t 
condition. Themass flowthrou&themodelwas determinedbytwo 
heated total-head rekes and heated etatic-Pressure taps located in 
the tail section of the mcsdel. Investigations were also made with 
the compressor acreen in place. 

A series & preliminary icing investigations of the configura- 
tions were made at the design inlet-velocity.ratio in order to 
determine icing chsJ?acteristios cf the inlets. The 'icing experi- 
mente were conducted at a tunnel velocity of 260 miles per hour 
and at an angle of attack c5 O". Same configurations were alto 
studied at au angle oP attack of 8O in order to detexmine the 
effect of angle of attack on the ice distributions In the ducte. 
The spray equimnt used for icing the configurations consisted of 
air-atczuizIng wzzter epray nozzles so mounted that the model could 
be operated at various angles of attack and yet maintain a rela- 
tively uniform water concentration in a Plane paaeing through the 
top end the bottom of the nacelle. The water concentration d&i- 
ciency at the sides of the modelwa8 unimportant because the pur- 
pose of the investigations was to obtain evidence of where ice 
formed on the model surface8 rather than to conduct a cnclrplete 
icing investigation. 

The droplet size and water concentration were determined by 
rotating cylinders. The droplet size used wes apProximatel.y 12 to 
15 micron8 by volume maximum. Water concentrations fram 0.5 to 
3.5 grams per cubic meter were used in order to obt& rapid end 
large deposit8 of ice. The total air temPerature for the inves- 
tigations ranged from 20° to 28' F. The duration cf the icing 
period varied from 10 to 20 minutes; at the end of the period, 
Photographs were taken of the nacelle nose and deflection ring, 
alternate duct and elbow, snd the canPressor-inlet 8creen. The 
effectiveness & the inertia-separation chazac+3rietice of the 
inlets was determined by the amount of ice on the alternate-duct 
acreen. 

AERODYNAMICE?VlBCIGXt?ION 

Surface static-pressure distribution. - Pressure-distribution 

measurements in terms & the pressure coefficient S e: 
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about the nacelle-inlet no88 are shown in figure 6. For a velocity 
ratio Vl/Vo of 0.70 (fig. 6(b)), the stagnation point was located 
on the outside of the nose, which resulted in very high velocities 
about the nose leading edge at angles of attack above 4 degrees. 
Large total-pressure losses resulted in the nose inlet frcsn flow 
separation at the bottom inlet surface, as shown in figure 7. 

The pressure distribution for a direct-ram in8tallati.a using 
no88 N-Z (fig. 6(c)) indicates that the stagnation point has been 
moved more inside the inlet lip at an sngle of attack Ccp 0'. This 
location of the etsgnation point resulted in greatly reduced inlet- 
pres8ure losses at all angles of attack. Both nacelle nose8 N-3 
and N-4 (figs. 6(d) and 6(e) respectively) indicated the ssme move- 
ment of the stagnation point. 

Typical pressure distributions in terms of the preseure coef- 
ficient 6 along the nacelle suzface at the alternate-duct inlet 
and about the leading edge of the duct-splitter ring are shown in 
figure 8 for normal operation; these di8tribUtion8 were only 
obtained for configurations A-l, A-Z, and A-3. 

With the main duct blocked, the flow about the duct-eplitter- 
ring leading edge on all design is of relatively high velocity, as 
ehown by configuration A-l, A-2, and A-3 in figure 9. The air, 
which enters the main duct and is forced out again, must negotiate 
the curve around the leading edge of the duct-eplitter ring; con- 
sequently, when the air rounds thie point a high velocit5: exists 
for a short distance. Thie velocity condition is inherent in the 
design and contributes eomewhat to a reduced rsm-pressure recovery. 
For configuration A-l, which had a very small alternate-duct cross- 
sectional erea, as shown in the area graph in figure 5(a), extremely 
high velocities were prevalent in the alternate duct (fig. 9(a)). 
The high velocity for configuration A-l wss favorable for consider- 
able secondsry water-inertia separation in the elbow, as will be 
shown later. 

Ram-pressure recovery. - The ram-pressure recovery 7 wae 

calculated as '[l - (F$j, where the total-preesure difference 

is the inteqated average &ti-pIXS8KtZe loss at the ccmpmseor- 
inlet section. The integrated average recovery of all the aero- 
dynamic rake stations in the ccznpressor-inlet section was chosen as 
the configuration rem-pressure-recovery value. 

A shift in mass flow (fig, 10) and consequently a decrease in 
ram-pressure recovery were observed with nose N-1 at high angle8 
of attack because the entering air stalled at the bottom of the 
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nacellenose andsurfaces. The other nacelle-nose sections were 
not subject to flow sepsration at the inlet surface8 because Crp the 
Improved inlet design8. 

The ram-pressure recovery for configuration A-O with four nose 
designs is shown in figure 11 a8 a function CFP inlet-velocity ratio 
and at an angle txf attack cf O". The results indicate no appre- 
ciable difference with the various no88 designs. The ram-pressure 
recovery for no88 sections N-2, N-3, and N-4 did not vary more than 
1.5 percent at angles oP attack up to 80 frcnn the values attained 
at O" angle of attack. The inlet-pressure-1088 curve8 for the88 
three sections sre at a minimum and do not vary appreciably up to 
an angle of attack of 8O. Pressurelosseswere incurredasthe air 
passed over the f3CCe88O~-hOUiiIIg nose due to the sudden expansion 
of the air as it passed from the straight inlet sectfon to the much 
greater srea surrounding the acceseory housing and to the wake8 
from the struts supporting the duct-splitter ring. The mugh aur- 
faces of the model also contributed to a reduced ram-pressure 
recovery. Surface roughness can contribute up to 50 percent of 
the duct-pressure loss (reference 3). Discontinuitie8 and pro- 
tuberancee on the surfaces of the model al80 considerably Increased 
the ram-pressure lo8ses and Mfected points 09 local ice formation. 

The variation of ram-pressure recovery with inlet-velocity 
ratio is shown in figure 12(a) for normal operation without 
compressor-inlet section 8creens. No ctir~Se8thrOughthe 
alternate duct far normal fli#t operation, as detezmtied by total- 
and static-preesure measurement8 obtained in the rear part of the 
alternate duct. 

With the main duct blocked off, as would be the case for an 
icing condition, the ram-pressure recovery rapidly decreased with 
an increase in the inlet-velocity ratio (fig. 12(b)). The con- 
figurations having large alternate-duct-inlet gap8 and good fairing 
of contour8 show a higher recovery then the small-gap designs. The 
fairingofthe alternate-ductelbowalso improved the ram-pressure 
recovery. 

Additional aeroaynamic investigations were conducted with 
configuration A-7 and consisted in determining the effect of the 
redesigned nose sections on the rem-pessure recovery for normal 
operation and for operation with the main duct blocked. (See 
fig. 13.) For normal operation (fig. 13(a)), an inlet with a 
lower design inlet-velocity ratio (nose N-4) will increase the 
rem-pressure recovery of the system to as much as 87 percent, 
which is about 12 percent above that obtafned with high velocity- 
ratio inlets (noses N-l, N-2, and N-3). An increase inram- 
pressure recovery up to 87 percent with nose N-4 is also observed 

. 
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when the main duct is blocked cff (f lg. l3(b)). With a properly 
designed inlet, a high ram-pressure recovery_may be achieved with 
an Internal water-inertia separation inJ.et that canpties favorably 
with a direct-ram inlet for normal. flight operation. The-ram- 
pre88ure recovery with the main duct blocked is shown to be 
improved above the value8 obtained in this investi~ti~ with 
no8e N-l U? a well-designed no88 inlet la used. Thechangein 
nacelle-wall. radius from 3 to 2 inches did not affect the aero- 
dynemio performence Crp the duct eysteni. 

The change in total wessure between the alternate-duct total- 
pressure rake8 and the compressor-section rakes was very small, 
which indicate8 that the principal ram-pres8ure loss with the main 
duct blocked was incurred at the alternate-d.uct inlet. 

The effect & Reynolds number on the rem-pressure recovery is 
shown in figwe 14 for configuration A-4 with the main duct blocked. 
As the Reynolds number increases, the r&t-pressure recovery &I.80 
increases. 

Inetallatfon of the round-wire 8creen ahead of the ccmpressor- 
Inlet section caused a 5- to lo-percent additional lo88 in recovery. 

The effect & rem~preeeure recovery on the net thrust obtained 
with a typical 4OOO-pound static-thrust turbojet engine calculated 
by the method in appendix B is shown in figure 15. As engine- 
pre8sure r&lo increase8, the ePfect of ram-pressure recovery on 
net thrust de&egase8. AE free-etream Mach number M6 increasee, 
the effect of high ram-pressure recovery becomes increa8Ingly more 
important. At-a low value of MO euch aa 0.2 (fig. 15(a)), which 
is represerkative cfP take-off conditi&8, tie net thrukt is 
effected very little by as low a ram-pressure recovery as 50 per- 
cent. At a cruiee condition of MO = 0.6 in icing weather, a 
recovery of only 75 percent will still maintain 91 percent of the 
net thru8t (fig. 15(c)). As ram-pressure recovery 18 reduced by 
icing, the engine thrust can be maintained- constant by increasing 
fuel flow until rated engine speed, or msxImum allowable tail-pipe 
temperature, or both are reached. 

In genti, the eff eC$ of ram-pre8sure 7ycov8ry on net thrust 
changes very little with altitude. The result8 can thus be aseu&d 
to be representative of sea-level conditions. For take-off and 
climb, little engine thru8t is lost because af a lti ram-preserure 
recovery, whereas at a cruise condition less than 10 percent of the 
net thrust would be lost in an icing condition. When the inlet is 
not iced (normal operation), less then3 percent cdl the netthrwt 
need be sacrificed with a good internal water-inertia separation 
inlet. 
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Velocity distributionf3. - Typical radial velocity profiles for 
the Cmpre88Or-inlet seotfon are ehown in figure 16 for normal 
fli&t operation at two angles of attack end with no screens shead 
of the canpressor inlet. The prcfiles at an inlet-velocity ratio 
of approximately 0.75 sre relatively uniform for all configurations 
atansngle of attack of 0 O; however, at an angle of attack cU 8O 
for most at' the configurations including the direct-ram inlet, the 
profiles are less uniform. Inmost cases, the addition of screens 
in the duct tended to make the velocity profiles more uniform. 
Decreasing the inlet-velocity ratio did not appreciably change the 
velocity profile QT the ma&tude of the percentage variation & 
the local velocities-from the average velocity. 

Whenthemainductwas blocked inorder to determJne the 
velocity prcCeil.es that might be expected in an icing operatian, 
the velocity profile8 became relatively nonuniform, even at an 

'angle crf attack of O", as shown in figure 17. The profile for con- 
figuration A-4 had the highest ram-pressure recovery; yet, it also 
had the largest velocity-profile gradient of all the desi@s. The 
profile possibly could be considerably improved with a properly 
designed screen ahead cf the cmwes8or inlet. 

For normal fli&t operation with air passing throu& the main 
duct, the mas8 flow was relatively uniform up to an angle of attack 
of 80 for all the configurations with nose8 N-2, N-3, or N-4. The 
direct-ram configwation with no88 N-l showed a definite tendency 
toward a shift in mass flow at angles & attack above 40. 

For the fli&t condition in which air enters the mne 
through the altemte duct with noee N-l, only configuration A-l 
maintained a relatively uniform circumferential. ma88 flow at all 
angles of attack. Both configurations A-3 and A-5 exhibited such 
poor stalling end flow-sepsration cheracterist its at small angles 
of attack that, al-thou& the angle of attack was decreased to 00, 
the stalling ChaEaCteri8tiC8 were often impossible to reduce or 
eliminate. The flow instability was believed to be caused by the 
small leading-edge radius and the relatively large radial &feet 
of the duct-splitter ring. The results showthatthe eerthe 
inlet area or gap, the lea8 the ma88 flow will shift end the more 
insensitive the inlet is to air-flow separation at the nacelle nose. 

ICING INVIBTIGATION 

Sketches and photogra@s cd: typical ice formations are ahown 
in figures 18 to 21. At an angle of attack of O", no ice fozma- 
tions of any significance were obeerved on the inlet surfaces for 

. 
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noses N-l and N-2. At lower inlet-velocity ratiOf3, Bome ice was 
deposited on the inlet surfaces and decreased the inlet area. 
Noses N-3 end N-4 exhibited more inlet-surface icing due to a 
lower inlet-velocity ratio as well as the convergence of the BUT- 
faces. The no88 designs did not appear to affect the icing char- 
acteristics of the alternate duct. At angles of attack, the upper 
portion of the nacelle-nose inlet surface was subjected to direct 
water impingement and severe ice formations were observed on the 
longer icing runs; however, in no case did ice accrete on the duct- 
splitter ring outer s-ace aft of the alternate inlet. Main-duct 
and accessory-housing surfaces became coated with moderate-to- 
heavy formations of ice. 

A description of the icing characteristics of the various 
inlets follows. 

Configuration Atl. - Ice formations on the duct-splitter ring 
for configuration A-l (fig. 18(a)) did not extend into the 
alternate-duct inlet. At en angle of attack of 8O, the ice forma- 
tions at the top of the nacelle extended into the alternate-duct 
inlet on the duct-8plitter ring l/2 inch up from the bottom of the 
leading edge of the ring. Severe ice formations of 3/32 inch maxi- 
mum thicknese occurred in the alternate-duct elbow as a result of 
secondary inertia separation. The ice formations did not extend 
at?% of the elbow and the diffusing section in the duct was entirely 
free of ice. The uniform ice formation around the peripheq in the 
alternate-duct inlet elbow at angles of attack wss due to the 
uniform mass flow. Light frost formations were observed in scme 
instancea to coat the screen ahead of the compressor-inlet section 
but at no time w&8 there sufficient ice on the screen to warrant 
the descriptive name of light ice or ice traces. Decreasing the 
mass flow through the model by changing the inlet-velocity ratio 
from approximately 0.72 to 0.60 did not appear to effect the loca- 
tion or deposition of ice in the alternate duct. 

Configuration A-2. - Ice formations on the duct-splitter-ring 
leading edge extended up into the alternate-duct inlet for 3/8 to 
l/2 inch for configuration A-2. Light icing occurred in the inlet 
elbow and severe ice formations were observed on the nacelle walls 
in the alternate duct. The severest icing occurred about 1; inches 
aft of the elbow (fig. 18(b)) where a rough ridge of ice due to 
model protuberances built up to a l/4 inch thickness. hf-t af thi8 
ridge, the ice formations tapered off in about 4 inches until only 
light ice traces remained in the slight bend ahead af the compressor- 
inlet screen. Medium ice formations were observed on the acreen and 
the screen brackets with slightly heavier deposits of ice near the 
outer periphery Orp the screen. The ice formations on the round 
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wire8 of the 8creen were af a pointed sliver type e&ending 
upstream as much as l/16 inch, as shown in figure U(b). 

At an angle of attack & 8O (figs. 19(a) and (b)), the ice 
formations on the leading edge of the duct-splitter ring extended 
further into the alternate duct in the top quarter thsn in the 
bottom quarter of the nacelle. 

Configuration A-3. -For configuration A-3, ice fozmatians on 
the duct-splitter ring were only observed on the inner eurface of 
the leading edge at an sngle oE' attack of O" (ffg. 18(c)). Jn the 
alternate duct, ice formations similar in both magnitude and UC%- 
tion to that in configuration A-2 were obserrred end the screen 
icing was aIf30 the same. Inasmuch as the duct-splitter-ring lead- 
ing edge was at a greater radial distance from the nacelle center 
line than the previous collfiguration, the ice formation on the 
leading edge did not extend into the alternate-duct inlet because 
prtisry separation occurred inboard of the duct-splitter ring. 

Configuration A-4. - In general, the icing charaoteristics of 
configuration A-4 did not greatly differ from the A-2 configuration 
(fig. 18(d)). The ice accretions on the duct-splitter ring were 
confined to the lower side of the deflection ring more than for the 
A-2 design. The nature of the nacelle-wall fairing in the inlet 
elbow and extending aft into the alternate duct appeared to went 

. the ice formations (fig. 20). In general, the heavy ice formations 
extended about 6 inches aft a? the elbow in the duct. . Moderate 
screen icing of the type pretiously described for configuration A-2 
was also present. 

Configuration A-5. - The icing cheracteristics of configura- 
tion A-5 (fig. 18(e)) were similar to those of the A-3 deeign. The 
flow instability previously described caused erratic icing on the 
nacelle inlet resulting from the fluctuations in inlet velocity. 

Configuration A-6. - In general, the icing characteristics of 
configuration A-6 (fig. 18(f)) were similar to those of A-l. The 
icing on the outer surface of the alternate duct extended about 
4 inches Etft of the inlet elbow. As a result of the larger 
alternate-inlet gap, a trace of ice was observed on the screen. 

Configuration A-7. - Li&t traces oP ice were observed on the 
w&.1 surface almost the full length of the alternate duct 
(figs. 18(g) and 21). A light ice formation covered the alternate- 
duct screen but did not appear to affect the rem-pressure recovery. 
This configuration appeared to have the best over-all performance 
of those investigated. 
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Icing characteristics with both ducta open. - Two ici &.. 
were made with configuration A-7 at au angle of att&k of 0 in 

w$ - 

order to determine the icing characteristics of the main-duct 
screen and to determine how the transfer of mass flow frcml the main 
to the alternate duct'af'fected the rem-pressure recovery. The 
change in ram-pre8sure recovery and inlet-velocity ratio with 
elapsed timq ?gr& 2CMningtje icing run is shown in figure 22. The 
main-duct screen w&8 almost completely blocked, as shown in fig- 
ure 23(a). As previously mentioned, the icing sprays used did not 
uniformly cover the inlet area, which caused eccentric formations 
of ice on the main-duct screen. The outer periphery of the main- 
duct 8creen iced more slowly because of water-deflection effects 
in-the main duct. The alternate-duct- screen was covered with a 
small trace of ice. Moderate ice formations were observed in the 
alternate-duct elbow and on the nacelle-wall surfaces. 

Extrapolation of model icing inve8tigations to full scale. - 
If the values of the K and cp psrametqrs (wllere K = ?(a2 V/C> 
=dcp = f(p%)) for the model and full-scale nacelle are main- 
tained the seme, the icing characteristics of the model will be 
similar to the icing characteristics of the full-scale nacelle as 
determined by Lazqquuir and Blodgett Each component of a ccm- 
plicated duct sy8tem e&l h&ve its cm K and cp values; however, 
by ChOo8ing the most i3npWta& ccq?onent for a Wr%iCUlar iIWeS- 
tigation a satisfactory extrapolation to full scale can be attained. 
The equations of K snd q contain four important variables: 
velocity, drop diameter, body dimension, and density, which can 
be vsried.simuLtaneously, separstely, or in combination. 

For the investigation presented, the data were extrapolated 
from half 8cale to full scale by holding K constant and so 
changing the density or pressure altitude for the full-scale 
nacelle that 'pm for the half-scale model was the same es cp,. 
The half-scale model conditions for these investigations thus 
pertain to full-tale conditions at a pressure altitude Crp approxi- 
mataly 21,000 feet. 

Design recommendations. - secondary water-inertia separation ___-_ -.1__- I .- 
af droplet8 in the alternate-duct elbow may limit the operation 
time in icing conditions unless the surface is locally heated. 
Local heating of the nacelle leading edge, nose-inlet surfaces, and 
duct-splitter riw may also be required to maintain maximum effi- 
ciency in long encounters @th ice. The m&n-duct screen should be 
designed to ice much more rapidly than the inlet guide vane8 in 
order to transfer quickly the air flow into the alternate duct and 
prevent excessive guide:v(wre icing. Lf a screen is required in the 
alternate duct, the screen should be designed for a minimum icing 
rate. 
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The fnvestQation showed that ror an lnzernal Wa'Ger-3nerzla 
separation inlet of two concentric-duct types, the following 
results were obtazlned: 

1. Automa;tic fee protection for turbojet engines wBB aocoBI1- 
plished. For the perticular installation investigated, inertia- 
separation ice protection was incorporated in a conventional high- 
critical Mach number nacelle without lncreaeing the nacelle 
diameter. 

2. Good ice protection for a high inlet-velocity-ratio nacelle 
was obtained tith a ram-pressure recovery of 75 percent, which 
corresponds to aloaa in thrust of 9 percent for a 4000-pound- 
thrust turbojet engine at a free-stream Mach n-e?? & 0.6. 

3. In a nonicing condition, the ram-pressure recovery of the 
system approached that of a single-duct direct-ram inlet. 

4. No eccentric flow shifts in the model or additional ram- 
pressure losses were observed with suitable noBe inlets for angles 
of attack up to So. 

Flight Fropnlsion Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Ccxumittee for Aeronantice, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 
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APPENDIXA 

ANALYTICAL INEXl'IA-SEPARATION INLE!l' DEEXM METROD 

For a hi& critical Mach number nacelle design incorporating a 
straight sectim as part of the inlet (fig. l), the curved surface 
into the alternate duct and the streamlines near the surface can be 
aseumed to be concentrfc circular arca. By sterling at the surface 
point of tangency of the radius and nacelle-inlet section, the 
departure of droplets (beused on Stokes' law) can be cmputed from 
reference 4 b-y 

where 

U component of droplet local velocity normal to 0righm.l. etream- 
line, ft/sec 

C droplet radius, ft 

V droplet velocity, ft/sec 

rY streamline radius of curvature, ft 

CL absolute air viscosity, lb-sec/sq ft 

6 deviation of droplet normal to streamline, ft 

t time, set 

Subscripts A end B repre8ent the limits & the time increment. 

These equations only apply in the range of Stokes' law; a 
Reynolds number correction for velocity, however, has been made 
avaIlable by Langmuir (fig. 24). By choosing a true droplet 
diemeter and referring to figure 24, the Stokes' law diameter can 
thus readily be detemined end used in the previous equations. 
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By a graphtc&l plot, the droplet flow path8 can then be drawn and 
for a given design conditLon the location of the duct-splitter ring 
can be .determined. The paint of tangency between the droplet path 
and the outer surface of the duct-splitter ring should be located 
near a line passing through the center of the nacelle-wall radiu8 
end the surrPace-inflection point. Practical considerations, either 
aerodynemic or icing, may require slight revision to this location. 

For a simple snalyeie, the velocity in the duct ie either con- 
sidered constent or, if the velocity varies along a streamline, the 
average velocity can be used with sufficient accuracy. The ansJ.ysie 
canbe extindedto calculate the secondary inertia separatianinthe 
elbow and other parts of the duct syeta. 

The St&-nose or low critical Mach number nacelle deeigns, euch 
a8 cowlings for reciprocating engine8 or Jet-powered cargo planes, can 
also be an&yzed. An inlet Gith a low Inlet-velocity ratio or with- 
out a straight inlet section must be analyzed by asatmiq the stream- 
1-8 aheadof the-naceue to* circIiLar8rc8. The UdJ-tiCd.lU0thOd 
presented herein is an approx5mation and should be ueed With caution. 

The analytical method ha8 been applied to a typical. high 
inlet-velocity ratio full-scale nacelle of the type described in 
this report (fig. 1). E several initial droplet paths and stresm- 
Ities are calculated. from reference 4 for a de8ired fli&t condi- 
tion, all the required droplet path8 can be obtained by interpola- 
tion. The exRmple show8 that to prevent amaximum critical droplet 
size from entering an alternate inlet having a specffied turning 
angle, the variation of inlet gap with inlet velocity i8 approxi- 
mately a straiat line (fig. 25). The m8xirmzm critical droplet 
eize for the s'btiing sWesmline, which is CoincidentMth the 
nacelle surface or the configuration-design droplet size, was 
obtained; hence, the critical'droplet eize8 for starting atre8m- 
lines inboard from the surface are then determined until the 
sterling streamline no longer enters the alternate inlet (fig. 26). 
Droplet8 on those etreemlines that miss the alternate-duct inlet 
are W8Umedto paaa harmlessly into the main duct or impinge on 
the inner side of the duct-splitter ring. Frcmthe limiting 
etreemline, a critical radius rx 3.8 obtained below which, in 
accordance with the 8naly8is assumption8, no droplet till enter 
the inlet. This critical radius is not attained in practice 
because streermlties crowd together in the alternate-duct inlet and 
are no longer circular 83%~. At every rx value between the 
nacelle-inlet radius rl and the critical .rx, a critical drop-\ 
let size exist8 and the percentage of theee critical droplet8 that 
will enter the alternate-duct inlet to the nmber available at the 
nacelle inlet, or droplet-entry efficiency, can be obtained by the 
use of the following formula: 
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r 2 i 01 1-x 100 
5 

A typical example of the percentage of droplet8 that will enter 
an alternate-duct inlet shown in figure 27 wa8 based on the follow- 
ing configuration chwacteristic8; V1 = 435 mile8 per hour, 8 = 75O, 
rl = 8.4 inches, R = 4 fnchea, and G = 2, 3, and 4 inches, The 
configuration ae8igII droplet8 of 22, 30, and 37 microns in fig- 
ure 27 are shown to have a droplet-entry efficiency of 0, which 
indicates that droplet8 of this size have a nacelle-surface 8t&- 
ing streamline and at the alternate-duct inlet are juet tangent to 
the outer surface of the duct-splitter ring. 

The water-volume v8riation with droplet size for a cloud 
sample and the vol%me percentage8 of the various droplet eizes that 
could enter the alternate-duct inlet are shown in figure 28. Froa 
the data and figure 28, it can be shown that 15.3 percent of the 
available water volume would enter the J-inch gap inlet and 
32.9 percent-would enter the C-inch gap inlet. Both inlet gap8 
thus con8iderably reduce the icing rate through the alternate 
duct. 

I 
- 
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ANALYSE OF'ZEfEWm Cl? RAM-PRE%URE~OVERYOWEKG~THR~T 

The net thrust F of a turbojet engine i8 related to air flow 
rate w, speed of sound. in jet vj, jet Mach number Mj, 8nd 
free-stream velocity V. by the equation 

F=; ('jMj  -V+ (1) 

The speed of sound in the jet is a function of the diacherge 
temperature and is assumed to be constant for this a~alysi8. 

The jet Mach number is related to the total pressure of the 
jet P3 and free-stream static pm88ure p. by the equation 

The value of y is approximately 1.36. 

The pressure ratio P3/po equal8 the mutt of the pressure 
ratio P3/P2 acroa8 the engine, the pressure ratio P2/Po across 
the inlet, end the rem-pressure ratio PC/pa. Therefore, 

3= P3 P2 
PO i p2.g >( > 

(31 

The pressure ratio across the engine 18 fIxed by the engine 
characteristics and the engine operating speed. 

The preaeure ratio P2/po is 
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pz=l+Q PO-l= 
PO b ) 0 

(4) 

The value of P3/po is found by substituting aseumed value8 
of q in equation (4) to find P2/po and then eubertituting the 
reeulting value of P3/P2 in equation (3). The jet Maoh number 
18 then fauna from equation (2). The variation of weight flow with 
ram-pre88ure recovery can be ewre88ed as 

W" 
We 1 + sl (PO/PO - 1)] 

po/po 

where double prime indicates 100 percent ram-pressure recovery. 
This equation 18 based on the CarsSZrmptiOn that the corrected air 
flow at the capre88or inlet 18 uniform and constant. 

The net thrust ratio can now be written as 

w/g (Vj MJ - vo) 
Ma = w” g bj" Mj" - VGT 

FDmex' 
k + rl (PO/PO - l)] <Vj - VO) 

PO/PO (Vj,, - vo) 

(5) 

(61 

For the example presented, the perf ormance of the engine was 
calculated for a pressure altitude of 20,GOO feet and free-stream 
Mach number8 of 0.2, 0.4, end 0.6. 
d '3b2 

Three engine pressure ratio8 
of 1.6, 2.0, and 2.4 were assumed and covered the usual 

engine operation range. A con8tant velocity of Bound in the jet of 
1600 feet per second wa8 assumed to satisfy equation (2). The 
results of the calculation8 are presented in figure 15, 
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TABLE I - WACELLX- AND SPINNER-CONTOUR COORDINATBS MITH 

REFERENCE TO THE NACELLE LEADING EDCiE AND CENTER LIHE 

c I, inside contour ond o; outside contour; 
all values in inchsa 

Ii 

Outside nacelle-surface coordinates; 
leading-edge radius, 0.15 

5.70 8.19 7.91 17.01 9.45 
6.16 9.45 8.19 18.90 9.68 
6.55 10.71 8.45 22.05 9.97 
6.98 11.97 8.68 25.20 10.18 
7.27 13.23 8.90 27.09 10.27 
7.60 15.12 9.19 31.50 10.35 

=0 x 

Nose N-l and inside nacelle-wall coordinates for configurations 
A-l, A-2, A-3, A-6, and A-7 

YO 

X Yi X Yi X Yi X =I X Yi 

41% 

a:00 

4.20 4.20 12.00 11.00 4.31 4.47 14.50 14.00 8.31 7.96 17.06 16.50 8.88 8.97 29.13 27.03 9.12 9.5c 

4.20 12.50 5.19 15.00 8.56 18.94 9.16 33.38 e.38 
10.00 4.20 13.00 6.94 15.50 8.69 22.06 9.38 34.63 7.25 
10.50 4.22 13.50 7.25 16.00 8.78 25.19 9.50 37.63 7.25 

Modified lnalde nacelle-wall coordinates; 
for configurations A-4 and A-S 

X yi x yl X yi X Yi X Yi. 

10.00 4.20 14.00 7.25 15.50 8.28 17.00 8.87 19.94 9.16 
13.00 5.87 14.50 7;72 16.00 8.59 17.50 8.97 22.06 
13.50 6.59 15.00 8.09 16.50 8.75 18.m 9.06 25.19 

Accessory-housing nose coordinates; 
nose radius, 3.00 
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TABLE II - COORDINATES FOR NACELLIE-NOSE SECTIONS N-2, 

N-3, AND N-4 W ITH REFERENCE TO THE LEADING EDGE OF 

NOSE N-l AND NACELLJZ CENTER LINE 

c 1, inside contour and o, outsi contour; all 
values In Inches 

0.12 4.75 1.12 4.28 
.62 4.37 1.87 4.20 

Nacelle nose N-3; leading 
edge radius, 0.37 

0.80 5.20 2.75 4.50 
1.50 4.70 10.50 4.20 

r 

Nacelle nose N-43 leadfng- 
edge radius, 0.37 

0.95 5.20 1.75 4.80 
1.30 4.85 10.62 4.65 

11.50 4.85 13.00 6.35 
12.50 5.50 13.50 7.30 
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TABLS III - COORDIWATESFCR DUCT-SPLIlTER RIIGS FtEFEELFXCED 

PROYIUACELLE HOSE H-1 IBADIND EIXBE MD WACELLT CEliTER LIHE 

. 

x Yl YcJ X Yl yo x =1 =o 

Configufatim A-18 laadi~dge radium, 0.025 

2:‘: 
l&7 

6.40 4.87 0.26 6.40 17.87 17.37 6.12 0.44 7.31 7.47 18.87 20.37 7.l6 7.28 7.85 7.63 

J.97 6.66 18.37 6.66 7.67 20.87 7.32 7.63 
10.37 5.19 0.94 18.87 8.88 7.83 21.57 7.44 7.03 
10.87 8.66 7.w 19.37 ?.03 7.63 22.37 7.60 7.63 

I CorUlgucation A-31 1sadLngedge radius, 0.188 I 

10.90 0.28 8.28 17.80 6.76 7.47 le.80 7.19 7.63 
16.40 6.22 e-94 18.40 6.91 7.57 20.40 7.23 7.63 
16.QC 6.44 7.12 l2.UO 7.03 7.62 20.80 7.31 7.63 
17.40 6.59 7.34 18.40 7.12 7.63 22.80 7.60 7.63 

Conflgurat1m A-41 leadln~dge radius, 0.600 

14.75 6.40 6.40 17.25 0.78 7.53 18.76 7.19 7.03 
2% 6.22 

lG%3 8% 

7.19 8.94 17.75 18.25 6.0a 6.97 7.03 7.m 20.26 20.76 7.26 7.31 7.63 7.63 

7.34 18.76 7.06 7.63 21.25 7.36 7.63 
16.76 6.66 7.47 18.26 7.12 7.63 22.25 7.60 7.65 

I ConPi@ration A-6# lead~dgs radlua, 0.626 I 

8.22 20.31 
a.2a 21.62 -r 8.26 22.68 
8.26 28.06 
8.16 

I I I I I I I I 

Oonflgurntlon A-71 lsmlingsdga rpdlua, 0.500 

14.58 5.76 5.78 le.36 6.12 7.75 19.38 7.12 a.23 
14.m 6.28 7.18 10.66 8.36 7.91 20.38 7.31 - 
16.38 X:B": 7.40 17.36 6.82 7.69 21.58 7.60 - - 
15.88 7.62 18.38 6.94 8.19 20.94 7.50 7.09 

-. 
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C-18727 
5- 13.47 

Figure 2. - Irmtaallation of typical internal water-inertia eepexatlon nacelle inlet in 
Icing research tunnel. 
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~lgurs 5.- continued. Croaa asattona and area grapha for internal water-lnartla r*Prration 

inlets with nose Ii-l. 
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Flow path, ln. 
(a) conngurat1on A-3. 

Figure 6.- Contlrmed. Croes mtctiom and area grapha ior internal raterinsrtla asprratlon 
inlet8 with noae P-1. 
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Flow path, in. 
(d) Configuration A-4. 

Flgws 5.- Continued. Cross aactions and area graphs for lntsrnal rater-inert18 separotlon 
Inlets with no80 I-1. 
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Flor path, in. 
(0) ConflgImPtlon A-6. 

figure 5.- continued. cross aaotlona and area graph.0 for lntarnal rater-lnartia aaprration Inlets with nose H-l. 
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Flgun 6.- Continued. Cross aectlcma and area graphs for lnternml rater-inertia asparatlon 

inlets with nbae K-l. 
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(g) Conflgur~tIon A-7. 

Pi-0 5.- Cowstided. Cross ssctlons md area graphs ior InterUal water-imrtla aspara- 
t.Lon Inlets rlth nom W-1. 
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Figure 6.- Surface pressure distribution about nacelle- 
inlet nose. Free-stream Mach number MO, 0.4. 
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Figure  6 .- C o n tin u e d . S u r face  p ressure  distr ibut ion 
a b o u t nacel le- in le t  nose . F ree-s t ream M a c h  n u m b e r  
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(c) Nose N-2; V1/Vo, 0,822. 

Figure 6.- Continued. Surface pressure distribution 
about nacelle-inlet nose. Free-Btream Mach number 
MO, 0.4. 
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Figure 6.- Continued. Surface pressure distribution 
about nacelle-inlet nose. Free-stream Mach number 

M*. 0.4. 
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Bottom 

(e) Nose N-4; V,/VO, 0.67. 

Figure 6.- Concluded. Surface pressure distribution about 
nacelle-inlet nose. Free-stream Mach number MO, 0.4. 
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(a) Configuration A-l. 

Figure 8.- Surface pressure distribution at alternate- 
duct inlet of nose N-l. Normal operation; inlet- 
velocity ratio Vl/VO, 0.70. 
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(b) Configuration A-Z. 

Figure 8.- Continued. Surface pressure distribution at alternate- 
duct inlet of nose N-l. Normal operation; inlet-velocity ratio 
vlflo, 0.70. 
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(c) Configuration A-3. 

Figure 8.- Concluded. Surface preesure distribution at alternate- 
duct inlet of nose N-l. Normal operation; inlet-velocity ratio 
vl/vo, 0.70. 
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(a) Configuration A-l. 

Figure 9.- Surface pressure distribution at alternate-duct 
inlet of nose N-l. Main duct blocked; inlet-velocity 
ratio VI/TO, 0.70. 
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(b) Configuration A-2. 

Figure 9.- Continued. Surface pressure diatribution at alter- 
nate-duct inlet of nose N-l. Main duct blocked; inlet 
velocity ratio VI/TO, 0.70. r 
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(c) Configuration A-3. 

Figure 9.- Concluded. Surface pressure distribution 
at alternate-duct inlet of nose N-l. Main duct 
blocked; inlet-velocity ratio Vl/VO, O-70- 
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Figure ll.- Varfatron of ram- ressure 
ratio for dlrsct-ram instal atlon A-O rlth several nose-Inlet P 

recovery w'fth Inlet-velocity 

sections. Angle of attack a, O". 
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.2 .4 .6 .a 1.0 
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(b) Main duct blocked. 

Figure 12.0 Variation of ram-pressure recovery with lnlet- 
velocity ratio of noge N-l. Angle of attack a, O". 
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(b) Maln duct blocked. 

Figaam 13.- Varfation of ram-preeaurs reooverg with Inlet-vslooitg 
ratto using configuratlon A-7 and several nose-inlet sectiona. 
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FIglAm 14.- Variation of ram-pressure recovery.wlth Reynolds number 
of noae N-l. Cot-ifiguratlon A-4; m&in duct blocked8 Vl/Vor 0.78. 
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Figure 15.- Variation of net-thrust ratio at altitude of 20,000 feet 

rlth ram-pressure recovery for several Mach numbers and engine- 
pressure ratios. 
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(b) Angle of attack, 8'. 

Figure Is.- Typical radldtl profiles of velocity at. compressor inlet 
of nose N-l. Normal operationg Vl/Vo, 0.75. . 
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(a] Angle of attaak, O". 

.8 
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(b) Angle of attaok, 8O. 

Figure 17.0 Typical radial profIle of velocity at compressor ihlet 
of nose N-l. Main duct blockedi V#O, 0.75. 
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(0) Configuration A-5. 

(g) Conf'l~tion A-7. 
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door. 

(of IcJng of eltenate~uct Euweell. 

Figure 21. - Typical Ice fowtlane on ccmfXgurstion A-7 vith ILOBS N-l. 
milee per hoar; temperature T, 20' P; icu period, 10 mirutea; angle Alrepeed To, 260 

of attaok, a, 00 . 
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. Ffr 22m - Change in ~anrpressurs recovery and inlet-vslocftg ratio 
heavy icing condition for configuration A-7 of noae -1. 

ducts open at start and screens in place; airspeed VO, H Pth 
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i-23.43 (cl) Icing on aPbmte-duut aomenr 

Figure 23. - 108 fomtlona on conf’Quration A-7 with nom B-l.. Bath au& open; sixaped go, 260 miles per hour; temper- 
ature T, 20' F; loing peridl, 20 minutea; angle of attack a, 0 , -l 
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starting straamlines 
------ Coltlcal droplet paths 

Figure 28. - Errect of starting atresmll~s on crstsca1 droplet size entering 
alternate-duot inlet. 
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Figure 28.- Effect of inlet-gap size on volume of water intake at 
alternate-duct inlet for typical cloud sample. 
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